NISTmAb Compendium: Overview of MS Characterization
Approaches for Monoclonal Antibodies
Featuring SCIEX Instrumentation and Technologies

Characterization of monoclonal antibodies requires a wide range
of approaches to ensure the identification of product quality
attributes. Each approach offers unique insight into molecular
properties and is repeated frequently throughout product
development. The heterogeneity and complexity of protein
therapeutics, in general, have driven the adoption of mass
spectrometry as a leading technology for their characterization.
Mass spectrometry offers a powerful solution, particularly when
coupled with liquid chromatography or capillary electrophoresis
separations, for unambiguously identifying and tracking
molecular properties and attributes. A leading solution for the
characterization of protein therapeutics is quadrupole time of
flight (QTOF) mass spectrometry due to its flexibility in
workflows, high data quality, and high mass resolution. Over time
the use of QTOF technology has increased significantly and has
played a pivotal role in the commercialization of many
therapeutics.
Presented in this technical note are a wide range of applications
for the characterization of protein therapeutics. As a model
compound, the recently introduced NISTmAb standard is
highlighted for each assay. Each application highlights the use of
SCIEX QTOF systems coupled with streamlined data processing
workflows. We will discuss each workflow separately, however, it
is worth noting that each workflow presented may be performed
on any QTOF system and liquid chromatographic platform

highlighting the flexibility of the SCIEX solutions for
biopharmaceutical characterization.

Intact Mass Analysis
Of the assays used to characterize protein therapeutics, intact
mass analysis is among the most common. The popularity of
intact analysis stems from its ability to provide molecular weight,
high level glycoform distribution, and other heterogeneity which
are easily detected at the intact level. Intact analysis is also
highly amenable to high throughput applications due to the
speed of the analysis with total analysis times frequently below
five minutes, as well as the consistency of the analysis. Since
the parameters for high quality intact assays within a class of
molecules are highly consistent, the chromatographic and mass
spectrometric methods are often applied across many products
as a platform assay.
SCIEX solutions for intact mass analysis include either the
TripleTOF® 6600 LC-MS/MS system or X500B QTOF system in
conjunction with with BPV Flex software to enable robust and
high throughput analysis for intact protein analysis. Each
instrument features market leading Turbo V™ ion source
technology which provides high ionization efficiency and efficient
desolvation of intact protein species to produce high quality raw
spectra. For processing intact mass data, SCIEX offers BPV Flex

SCIEX solutions for LC-MS characterization of biopharmaceuticals.
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Figure 1. Review of processed data using flexible window arrangement in BPV Flex software 1.0.1. Each window may be rescaled, and the data are
linked to expedite review.

software which provides flexible and high throughput
reconstruction and interpretation of protein biotherapeutic data.
As shown in Figure 1, raw and reconstructed data of NISTmAb
from SCIEX QTOF systems. As shown, the overall glycoform
ratios for NISTmAb agree closely with previously reported data.
When considering extended studies, tracking results across
samples is simple using the powerful filtering and plotting
functions within BPV Flex software as shown in Figure 2.
It is simple to compare the processing parameters used to
generate each result within BPV Flex software, as shown in
Figure 3. This is particularly useful during the development of
intact mass methods where the impact of processing parameters
are investigated for their impact on converting raw data into
actionable results.

Figure 2. Comparison of glycoforms across multiple analyses of mAb
samples.
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As with the denaturing intact work discussed previously,
ionization efficiency and desolvation of non-covalent interactions
is critical to ensure preservation of species during analysis.
Figure 4 illustrates the NISTmAb analyzed under both native and
denaturing conditions. When run under native conditions, top
panel, the NIST mAb reveals a narrow charge state distribution.
This indicates that the protein has retained its folded structure.
As less of the surface is exposed to the solvent the mAb adopts
less charge. In contrast, the spectra below highlight the NIST
mAb run under denaturing conditions, which exhibits high charge
states due to the more extended denatured structure.

Figure 3. Rapid review of parameters used for data analysis across
samples for expedited comparison.

Native Mass Spectrometry
Native mass spectrometry (MS) is a facet of electrospray
ionization MS where proteins are analyzed in non-denaturing
solvents. Parameters such as pH, ionic strength, and source
ionization conditions are controlled to maintain the native folded
state of the protein in solution and subsequently in the gas
phase. This approach has emerged as an important technique to
study non-covalent protein interactions including protein-protein
interactions.
Figure 5.

Figure 4. Top, NIST mAb acquired using native SEC-MS conditions.
Bottom, NIST mAb acquired using denaturing reversed phase LC-MS
conditions.

Antibody aggregation is a potential product liability that can lead
to decreased drug efficacy and increased immunogenic
concerns. Therefore, there is a great need to characterize
protein aggregation during antibody development and storage.
SEC-MS enables identification of chromatographic peaks and
can serve as a complementary tool to the conventional
approaches such as SEC-UV, SEC-MALLS, and AUC. Figure
5showcases the SEC-MS separation of the NISTmAb standard.
The raw and reconstructed spectra seen in Figure 6 indicate
Peak 1 is a dimer. Despite the low intensity and the complexity of
the dimer peak, using SCIEX QTOF solutions for native mass
spectrometry provides resolution of glycoform species in the
dimer, highlighting the efficiency and sensitivity for this analysis.
Peak 2, shows the excellent spectral quality of the monomer and
Peak 3 shows a complex spectrum of a large population of low
molecular weight (LMW) species.
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Figure 6. Top, the raw native spectra of each of the peaks in the SEC-MS separation. Bottom, the reconstructed spectra of each of the peaks
confirming the identity of dimer, monomer, and LMW species, respectively.

Ion-Exchange Mass Spectrometry
PTMs often alter the charge or isoelectric point (pI) of therapeutic
proteins, and as such, can impact product quality. For this
reason, charge based assays are critical for assessment of
heterogeneity. Capillary isoelectric focusing and ion-exchange
chromatography are conventional approaches to characterize
charge variants; however the commonly used buffers are not
compatible with MS. This limits direct identification of charge
variants using mass spectrometry. Fractionation, followed by LCMS, is often required to identify quality attributes however this
process is complex and requires isolation, which may impact
molecular properties. Recently there has been interest in the
application of ion-exchange chromatography interfaced directly
with mass spectrometry using compatible buffer systems and pH
gradients.
Figure 7 highlights the charge variant profile of the NIST mAb
analyzed using MS-compatible eluents and a pH gradient. The
basic variants eluting after the main peak have a sequential

Figure 7. The IEX-MS charge variant profile of NIST mAb.
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Figure 8. The reconstructed spectra of the main peak as well as peak 6 & 7, the lysine variants are shown in Figure 7.

+128 Da mass shift suggesting lysine variants, Figure 8. The
acidic variants that elute prior to the main peak reveal small
mass shifts of +1 to +6 Da compared to the main peak, indicating
smaller modifications such as single or multiple deamidations. It
is difficult to conclusively identify each species given the small
mass shifts; however, this approach is useful for rapid
assessment of changes in charge profile during stability and
formulation studies prior to detailed investigation with peptide
mapping to confirm assignments of acidic variants.

Subunit Analysis
Analysis of monoclonal antibody subunits is a common workflow
to understand molecular heterogeneity. Compared to orthogonal
assays such as intact mass and peptide mapping, subunit
analysis, particularly those studies leveraging immunoglobulin
degrading enzyme from staphylococcus (IdeS), provide
important insight without significant sample preparation

Figure 9. Comparison of theoretical and experimental reconstructed
light chain spectra from IdeS digested NISTmAb.

overhead. While the ability to localize modifications within a

molecule is reduced compared to peptide level studies,
modifications are easily localized to specific subunits, which may
enable elucidation of their impact on ongoing studies and
interrogating structure/function relationships.
Recently there has been interest in the collection and processing
of data for IdeS subunits where spectra for each component are
isotopically resolved. SCIEX MS systems enable the collection of
isotopically resolved data for IdeS subunits with high mass
accuracy and high reproducibility. Shown in Figure 9 is an
overlay of a theoretical and experimental spectrum for the light
chain of NISTmAb. Highlighting the utility of a reduced IdeS
analysis is its application for stability studies. This workflow
provides a rapid means for assessing partially localized
modifications.
An example of the application of IdeS subunit analysis is shown
in Figure 10. Presented are the results for oxidatively stressed
NISTmAb. Samples were incubated with hydrogen peroxide over
a time course of 24 hours with aliquots taken and quenched at
different timepoints. As shown, the extent of oxidation increases
over time with variable impact on the light chain, Fd, and Fc/2.
While the precise residues susceptible to oxidation cannot be
determined from this assay alone, the trend is evident and
agrees with previous reports.
In addition to induced modifications, subunit analysis can provide
valuable insight into additional post-translational modifications,
which may not be evident during intact mass analysis. As shown
in Figure 11, using BPV Flex software a mass that corresponds
to glycation on the light chain is clearly observed. The additional
species is easily added to the assay to ensure it is captured
during future studies.
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Figure 10. Top overlay of reconstructed spectra for NISTmAb subunits subjected to oxidative stress over 24 hours. Bottom zoomed spectra for each
subunit.

Figure 11. Review of subunit analysis data in BPV Flex software for identification of additional species. Species may be added to assay for future use.
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Peptide Mapping
Peptide mapping is one of the most common workflows in the
characterization of biotherapeutics. It provides important data for
confirmation of sequence, identification and localization of posttranslational modifications and confirmation of complementarity
determining regions. When a peptide map separation is coupled
with mass spectrometry, conclusive evidence at both the MS and
MS/MS level is readily obtained which provides high confidence
identification.
SCIEX high-resolution mass spectrometry solutions coupled with
rapid and comprehensive data processing with
BioPharmaView™ software provides high-quality data to achieve
high sequence coverage. As shown in Figure 12, a high-quality
separation is readily achieved as evidenced by the separation of
an unmodified peptide and two deamidated forms. Detection of
components at both the MS and MS/MS using SWATH®
acquisition was accomplished allowing assignment.
Within a typical peptide map, the dynamic range required to
detect components, particularly those that correlate to posttranslational modifications, can easily span several orders of
magnitude particularly when considering native peptides and
their modified versions as shown in Figure 12. It is important to
achieve suitable data quality at the MS and MS/MS level for all
detectable components for accurate assignment of modifications.

Figure12. Extracted ion chromatograms for native and deamidated
forms of T1 peptide of NISTmAb deamidated forms expanded by
30X for clarity.

As shown in Figure 13, selected fragment ions covering each
glutamine residue and the positions between them. There is a 1
Da in fragment b3 mass shift confirming deamidation at position
3 (Peak 2 in Figure 12). There remains an offset in mass for the
fragments until b6 when the fragment spectra once again align as
a result of deamidation at position 6 (Peak 3 in Figure 12).
BioPharmaView software enables the localization of
modifications which expedites characterization of the protein in
ongoing studies.

Figure 14. Fragment ion spectra for DIQMTQSPSTLSASVGDR from b3 to b6. Fragment ions confirm position of deamidation for each peptide.
Pink traces correspond to peak 2 in Figure 12 and blue traces correspond to peak 3 in Figure 12.
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Multiple Attribute Methodology
The Multiple Attribute Methodology (MAM) is an orthogonal
approach for product quality assessment based on peptide map
separation coupled with high-resolution mass spectrometry. This
application is rapidly emerging as a powerful tool for
characterization and monitoring of biopharmaceutical attributes.
The range of attributes that can be monitored using this
approach is extensive and offers the ability to track attributes at
the peptide or amino acid level. MAM can be used to assess and
track quality attributes by providing detailed data on multiple
product quality attributes at the peptide level. In addition to
tracking the therapeutic molecule itself, MAM can be used to
detect known impurities related to production of the
biotherapeutic, as well as unknown impurities, or new peaks,
present in samples but not in corresponding standards.
Essential to successful implementation of a MAM workflow is
software that can manage all aspects of the workflow, including
product quality attribute (PQA) definition, tracking, and
quantification, detection of known and unknown impurities; and
reporting. For execution of a MAM workflow SCIEX offers
BioPharmaView software and SCIEX OS Software 1.5 for MAM
workflow management. BioPharmaView software performs as a
characterization tool, as discussed previously while SCIEX OS
manages all aspects of a routine MAM workflow from a single
project. SCIEX OS software 1.5 is 21 CFR Part 11 compliant
ready and as such, offers a fully compliant package ready to
implement in quality control labs.

Attributes may be imported from BioPharmaView software or
entered directly in SCIEX OS software. For each attribute the
processing parameters including XIC peak width, detection
threshold, integration parameters and other aspects may be
defined and saved for each component to provide flexibility while
enabling a means to expedite method development. Optimization
of parameters can be conducted while viewing underlying XIC,
MS and MS/MS data to ensure assay accuracy as shown in
Figure 15.
Once attributes are defined, SCIEX OS offers a highly flexible
approach for defining the calculation of attribute responses.
Importantly the defined calculations may be generic and applied
to many attributes within the study to reduce the burden in assay
definition, Figure 16. For each defined attribute, the pass/fail
criteria are easily defined. The defined attributes can be applied
to studies for rapid tracking across samples sets. Shown in
Figure 17 are the results for an oxidative stress study of
NISTmAb. As shown, oxidation increases over time for exposed
methionine residues while those that are less accessible remain
largely unmodified which aligns well with previous reports. Also
included in the study were tryptophan containing peptides which
showed no evidence of oxidation as expected.

Figure 15. Review of batch analysis results and supporting data is easily accessed in the same window.
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Figure 16. Formula definition for calculation of peptide responses in
SCIEX OS.

Figure 17. Results for oxidative stress study of NISTmAb using SCIEX
OS MAM workflow.

Figure 18. New peak detection in SCIEX OS using non-targeted workflow. XIC, MS, and MS/MS data are easily compared
between samples and control. New peaks are clearly highlighted within results to clarity during data review.

Commonly a final step within a MAM workflow is to execute new
peak detection to ensure there are no new species in a sample
or to verify that common components between samples and
controls have not changed intensity significantly. SCIEX OS
software offers an unbiased approach for new peak detection
using non-targeted screening. As shown in Figure 18, the new
peak detection approach in SCIEX OS enables detection of new

peaks when comparing different samples and allows for
comparison of XIC and MS data between control and test
samples for confidence that new peaks are not present in the
control. For components which time align and may be present in
multiple charge states, SCIEX OS provides clear annotation of
their relation to expedite review.
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Conclusions
Presented in this overview are a wide range of applications for
characterization of protein therapeutics using high-resolution
mass spectrometry and software solutions from SCIEX. Each of
the presented applications can be executed on the same
platform. As presented, mass spectrometric approaches
including intact, subunit and peptide studies are highly
complimentary to provide greater confidence in assignment of
components. While NISTmAb was used as a model protein the
assays presented are equally applicable for a wide range of
protein classes.
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